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AGRICULTURE

Australian White
noun one of a breed of cleanskin sheep developed in NSW, valued for its high-quality meat.

humane washing
noun the misleading marketing of a product sourced from animals, deceptively giving the
impression that the animals have been treated humanely.

pad storage
noun a system of grain storage using a large structure with three sides and one open end, often
covered with a tarpaulin to protect against weather and vermin.

rose veal
noun the flesh of a calf, around six months of age, as used for food.
[ROSE1 from the pink appearance of the meat that comes with aging + VEAL]

shoot to waste
adjective 1. of or relating to a culling program in which animals are shot and their carcasses left
in place.
–verb (i) 2. to cull animals leaving their carcasses in place: they shoot to waste to get numbers
under control.
–noun 3. the act of culling in this manner: they use shoot to waste in the Top End.
Also, shoot-to-waste.
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ARTS

dark academia
noun 1. an aesthetic whose adherents seek to demonstrate a serious interest in academic
pursuits, following a retro fashion which draws on the style of students at prestigious
universities in the first half of the 20th century.
2. a subgenre of mystery or horror fiction which takes place in an academic institution,
especially an old, prestigious school or university.

K-drama
noun 1. a popular television drama produced in South Korea.
2. such programs collectively.
Also, K-Drama, Kdrama. [K(OREAN) + DRAMA]

NFT
noun a unique digital certificate which uses blockchain technology to certify ownership,
authenticity and scarcity of a digital asset, such as a digital image, video, tweet, domain name,
etc.; non-fungible token. [n(on)-f(ungible) t(oken)]

queerbaiting
noun Film, TV, Music the practice of implying a LGBTQIA relationship or content without
actualising the relationship, especially as a means to increase audience numbers of the LGBTQIA
community.  Also, queer-baiting.

strava art
noun a picture overlaying a digital map, created by GPS tracking of a route travelled by a runner,
cyclist, etc.
[from Strava, the name of an app which uses GPS to map and display a route travelled + ART1]
–strava artist, noun
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BUSINESS

brick-bait
noun a strategy designed to encourage customers to shop at bricks-and-mortar stores rather
than online, as by providing personalised service, pleasant surroundings, etc.  Also, brick bait.

finfluencer
noun a person who uses social media to dispense financial advice, with the ability to influence
others. [blend of FINANCE or FINANCIAL and INFLUENCER]

Great Resignation
noun the, Originally US an increase in workers leaving their jobs or careers for something they
regard as more fulfilling or less demanding, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.
[coined by US psychologist Dr Anthony Klotz]

meme stock
noun a type of stock (def. 35b) in a company which is popular among social media users, often
for quirky or otherwise unusual reasons, purchase of the shares often temporarily raising the
stock price to above its value, before it falls.

SPAC
noun a type of company formed solely to raise money through an initial public offering, the
money being returned to shareholders if an acquisition or merger is not achieved within a
specified time; blank cheque company; special purpose acquisition company.
[s(pecial) p(urpose) a(cquisition) c(ompany)]
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COLLOQUIAL

based
Colloquial –adjective 1. good; great; excellent: his politics are based; this app is based.
–interjection 2. (an expression of satisfaction, approval, agreement, enthusiasm, etc.)

cheugy
(say 'choohgee)
adjective Colloquial 1. of or relating to someone who follows recent trends which are no longer
considered to be in fashion.
2. recently outdated: cheugy shoes.
[coined in 2013 by US high-school student, Gaby Rasson]

highkey
adverb Colloquial very; really; intensely: I highkey want to see that film.
Compare lowkey (def. 1). Also, high-key.

ick
noun the, Colloquial a sudden, strong aversion to one's partner (def. 3), whom one had
previously considered attractive and charming. Also, icks.

menty-b
noun Colloquial a breakdown in one's mental health.
Also, menty b. [MENT(AL)1 + -Y2 + B(REAKDOWN)]
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COMMUNICATIONS

familect
noun the language used within a family, usually comprising the background language with some
altered or introduced vocabulary items. [FAMI(LY) + -LECT]

Flubot
noun a scam which involves the sending of a text message which contains a link which installs
malware on a mobile phone, enabling the perpetrator to read and send text messages, make
calls, and access contact and other personal information stored on the device.
Also, FluBot. [FLU + BOT3]

neopronoun
noun any of various neologistic gender-neutral personal pronouns and possessive pronouns for
a third or non-binary gender, as alternatives to the gendered she, he, hers and his.
[NEO- + PRONOUN]

wokescold
verb (t) 1. to rebuke (a person) for having beliefs that are perceived to be accepting of prejudice
or discrimination.
–noun 2. a person who issues such rebukes. [WOKE (def. 2) + SCOLD]

zoom boom
noun an upsurge in the use of online video calls for work and social interactions, as a result of
the enforced physical isolation caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
[Zoom, a videoconferencing application + BOOM1]
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COVID-19

brain tickler
noun Colloquial a nasopharyngeal swab, as used for COVID-19 testing.
[humorous reference to the length of the swab seemingly allowing it to reach as far as one's
brain]

Delta
noun a variant (B.1.617.2) of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 which causes COVID-19.
Formerly, Indian variant. Also, Delta variant. [from the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet,
following a naming policy for variants of SARS-CoV-2 instigated to avoid the possible stigma
involved in naming them after the place where they were first reported]

dick-nose
noun Colloquial 1. a person who wears a mask (def. 9b) pulled beneath their nose, rendering it
ineffective at minimising the spread of airborne diseases, such as COVID-19.
2. a foolish or objectionable person.
Also, dick nose. [def. 1 from the resemblance of the nose overhanging the mask to a penis]

double vaxxed
adjective Colloquial having had both doses of a COVID-19 vaccination.
Also, double-vaxxed, double jabbed.

shadow pandemic
noun an increase in mental health problems and domestic and family violence attributed to
living with the stresses and restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic.

trip stacking
noun the practice of booking two or more travel vacations over the same period in case one or
more are cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

vaccine hesitancy
noun reluctance to receive a vaccine, often due to concerns that it may be unsafe, ineffective or
unnecessary. –vaccine-hesitant, adjective

vertical drinking
noun the practice of consuming a beverage in a licensed venue while standing rather than
seated. Also, vertical consumption, stand-up drinking.
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EATING AND DRINKING

conti roll
noun Chiefly WA Colloquial a crusty bread roll filled with Italian deli meats, cheese and salad.

critter wine
noun a wine which features an animal or animals on its label or in its branding.

dump cake
noun a cake which is prepared by combining the ingredients directly in the cake tin or dish in
which it is to be baked.

kuti
(say 'kootee)
noun (plural kuti)
SA an edible, smooth-shelled, burrowing, bivalve mollusc.
Also, pipi, SA Goolwa cockle, Coorong cockle. [Ngarrindjeri]

light strike
noun the effect of ultraviolet light on wine and beer contained in pale-coloured glass, the light
transforming amino acids into sulphides, resulting in a change in aroma and taste.
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ENVIRONMENT

drought baby
noun (plural drought babies)
a child born in a period of drought, especially one who has never seen rain.

free-running
adjective (of a building) designed to facilitate natural air flow, thus reducing reliance on air
conditioning for cooling.

Greta effect
noun the influence exerted by Swedish environmental activist, Greta Thunberg, on public
awareness of climate change and on changing behaviours which contribute to climate change.
Also, Greta Thunberg effect. [Greta (THUNBERG) + EFFECT]

heat refuge
noun a designated air-conditioned area designed to provide respite from extreme heat
conditions, especially for the elderly or the vulnerable.

last chance tourism
noun tourism to locations with endangered landscapes or geological features, or which are
habitats for endangered species.
Also, last-chance tourism. [from the notion that it may be the last opportunity to see the
endangered features] –last chance tourist, noun
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FASHION

dignity suit
noun adaptive clothing in the form of a jumpsuit (def. 2) elasticised at the waist, with a zip at the
back to prevent the wearer from undressing, especially as designed for people living with
dementia, Alzheimer's disease, etc.

granny chic
noun 1. a home-decorating style which draws on decor elements popular in the mid-20th
century, such as floral upholstery, wallpaper, and handmade furniture; grandmillennial.
–adjective 2. of or relating to such a style; grandmillennial.

oodie
noun a soft wearable blanket with a hood, sleeves and large pockets, usually made from fleece
(def. 4); blanket hoodie; hooded blanket. [trademark; modelled on HOODIE]

skinimalism
noun an approach to cosmetics and skincare that aims to minimise the number and amount of
products used, the result being an appearance of little or no makeup.
[blend of SKIN and MINIMALISM]

slugging
noun the application of petroleum jelly or a barrier cream to the face before sleep, with the aim
of retaining moisture in the skin overnight.
[from the notion that, after this application, the face is slimy and shiny, like a slug]
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GENERAL

main character syndrome
noun a state of mind in which a narcissistic person, often encouraged by their experience on
social media, likens their life to the protagonist's role in a work of fiction, such as a film or novel.
Also, protagonist syndrome.

monkey branching
noun Colloquial the practice of establishing a new relationship (def. 3) before ending a current
relationship.
[from the resemblance to a monkey swinging from branch to branch, not releasing its grip until
the next grip is secured]

nap-trapped
adjective Colloquial 1. being unable to move without disturbing a sleeping infant.
2. having to plan one's day around the needs of an infant.

porch pirate
noun Colloquial a person who steals parcels which have been left outside a home by a deliverer.
–porch piracy, noun

rage quitting
noun the act of ending or leaving a game, job, task, etc., due to frustration or anger.
–rage quitter, noun
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HEALTH

blood bike
noun a motorcycle used to transport blood, pathology tests and samples, medical supplies, etc.,
to hospitals or other healthcare organisations, often operated on a voluntary basis.
–blood biker, noun

cocoon effect
noun protection against a disease provided to an unvaccinated person by surrounding close
contacts being vaccinated, as with a whole family being vaccinated against whooping cough
before the birth of a baby.

microdamage
noun Medicine very slight injury; an aggregation of instances of such injury can, over time, lead
to serious symptoms.

scanxiety
noun distress or uneasiness caused by undertaking, or waiting for the results of, a scan (def. 13),
blood tests, etc. [blend of SCAN and ANXIETY]

sober curious
adjective having an interest in reducing one's consumption of alcohol or in giving it up
altogether.
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INTERNET

cryptojacking
noun Computers a type of malware in which the perpetrator uses the resources and power of
another person's computer network for cryptomining.
[CRYPTO(CURRENCY) + (HI)JACK + -ING1] –cryptojacker, noun

cypherpunk
noun a person who uses cryptography to protect their privacy when accessing a computer
network. [CYPHER + PUNK2; modelled on CYBERPUNK]

hate-follow
verb (t) Internet to link oneself to (a site on a social network) even though one dislikes or
disagrees with the content being shared.

infobesity
noun Colloquial an excess of information, such that much of it is ignored.
[blend of INFORMATION and OBESITY]

like farming
noun the use of social engineering to raise the popularity of a scam social media page among
users of the platform, thus increasing the number of people likely to encounter it and be
vulnerable to the scam.
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POLITICS

coal hugger
noun Colloquial (derogatory) a person who favours coal-fired energy production over other
sources of energy. Also, coal-hugger.

dirt file
noun a collection of information about a person, group, etc., which would be detrimental to the
subject if revealed: to compile a dirt file on a politician. Also, dirt dossier.

front-stab
verb (t) (front-stabbed, front-stabbing)
Colloquial to betray (someone) openly, without subterfuge: *MPs who weren’t entering and
exiting offices possessed of various purposes and obligations, principally back stabbing or front
stabbing, took themselves off to surrounding bars to drown their sorrows. –MEANJIN, 2018.
Also, front stab. [humorous allusion to BACKSTAB]
–front-stabber, noun

strollout
noun Colloquial (humorous) the rollout of the COVID-19 vaccination program in Australia, with
reference to the perceived lack of speed. [humorous blend of STROLL and ROLLOUT]

truth commission
noun an inquiry facilitated by a government with the purpose of uncovering and circulating facts
about a particular aspect of the past.
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SOCIAL INTEREST

announcement culture
noun the propensity of social media users to post details and photos of their lives, with the
underlying notion that these public postings are what give worth to these aspects of their lives.

coercive control
noun the control an abuser exerts over their victim by the threat of violence or destitution, often
in the form of financial abuse.
–coercive controller, noun

manel
noun Colloquial a panel at a conference, inquiry, etc., consisting entirely of males.
[blend of MALE and PANEL]

performative activism
noun (derogatory) a form of virtue signalling by a public figure, company, government, etc.,
which shows support for a cause in a way that requires little effort.
–performative activist, noun

third place
noun the social environments where people spend time away from home or work.
Also, third space. [from the notion that home is the first place and work is the second place]
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SPORT

deathmatch wrestling
noun a form of professional wrestling which involves a higher risk of injury, using more
dangerous props such as barbed wire used instead of ring ropes, and weapons, glass etc., within
the ring. –deathmatch wrestler, noun

dry scooping
noun the practice of ingesting powdered pre-workout supplements or protein powder without
mixing with water or milk as directed.

free running
noun a form of parkour which focuses more on gymnastic and acrobatic movements than on
completing a course in minimal time. Also, freerunning. –free runner, noun

speedcubing
noun a competition with the aim of solving a puzzle with twisting pieces, such as a Rubik's cube,
in the shortest time. –speedcuber, noun

teqball
(say 'tekbawl)
noun a type of soccer played by two teams of one or two players with a soccer ball and a table
with a convex surface and low dividing barrier, the players using any part of the body except
their hands and arms to move the ball. [trademark]
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TECHNOLOGY

cosy game
noun a genre of computer game which does not include violence or danger, instead featuring
elements of fun, comfort and safety.

metaverse
noun a proposed virtual-reality network allowing movement between different sites, platforms,
servers, etc. [META- (def. 2) + (UNI)VERSE]

range anxiety
noun the stress experienced by the driver of an electric vehicle when they are unsure of reaching
their destination or a recharging point before the vehicle's battery runs out of power.

SIM boxing
noun a fraudulent practice in which multiple SIM cards are used to give the impression that an
international call is coming from a local number, the caller using gateways to bypass the
standard transmission route, thus avoiding international call rates.

synthetic media
noun media which is produced or manipulated by automated means, especially through machine
learning, as for the purpose of disinformation, vindictiveness or satire.
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